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Abstract

For the time being, there are no standard tools for graphical post-processing of TRAC-BF1
results. A new specialized application based on PC/Windows technology, Gra.rTRAC, has
been developed to integrate in a unique tool the best capabilities found in other postprocessing packages. It simplifies the access to the output variable of interest by means of a
very intuitive graphical interface and launches Xmgr5 to offer the whole functionality of this
tool in treating data and plots. Besides, the user is allowed to customize the graphical
interface with a simple procedure in order to implement a representation of the nodalization of
the simulated model. A first release is being used by our group to analyze data from the last
TRAC simulations. The users feelings are very encouraging.

On the other hand, a clear tendency to improve T/H codes with the inclusion of detailed threedimensional models and by linking them to 3-D neutronic codes is observed. We have
developed VisVas3D, a prototype application based on the simple TRAC- BF1 Vessel
component, able to display 3-D information in a dynamic and interactive way. Running on the
PC/Windows environment it serves to demonstrate the enormous possibilities that specialized
tools can offer in this field.

The same programming approach has been used in the development of both projects: the
latest advances in object oriented technologies combined with the utilization of well-known
and easy to access third party tools to deal with the harder task of graphics generation and
rendering. This solution has proved very efficient resulting in a fast development.
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Executive Summary

This report presents two new software tools designed to provide a better insight into the
output data produced by TRAC-BFl. They also help the user to analyze and handle that
information in a friendly and efficient manner using standard current technologies on the
PC/Windows environment. The first one is an integrated graphical post-processor which
covers all the analysis tasks, from the easy access to output variables to the generation of
elaborated plots ready for printing by means of the recognized Xmgr5 program. The other is a
prototype application in the area of three-dimensional data visualization. It makes use of a
quite simple 3-D model included in TRAC-BF1

to explore the possibilities that this kind of

tools can offer when applied to T/H codes. It allows a dynamic and interactive visualization of
the output data. We may affirm that the design objectives of both applications have been
achieved to a very high degree.

This work constitutes the first contribution of the University of Cantabria 1:o the Code
Application and Maintenance Program leaded by US NRC.

vii

1 Introduction

Our group joined the Spanish CAMP community just two years ago. However, we have been
working with T/H codes for many years, mainly in the framework of continued agreements
between the University of Cantabria and Nuclenor S.A., the owner of Sta. Maria de Garofia
NPP [1].
From this long experience we have learned, as every user of this sort of codes, that
visualization plays a major role in the process of analyzing the enormous quantities of
generated output data. In spite of that, there are no standard tools, at present, to carry out this
job. Each group has been compelled to manage its own solution, more or less effective, to the
visualization problem. Furthermore, the necessity of running these resource-consuming codes
in powerful workstations distinct from the usual desktop environment does not czontribute to
facilitate this task. The recent OECD/CSNI workshop on advanced thermal-hydraulic and
neutronic codes held in Barcelona this year recognized that, even now, more effort is required
in the visualization area.
In the special case of TRAC-BFI the situation gets worse since the NRC attemp:s to develop
software for an efficient use of the codes have been centered in other tools: RELAP first and
the future consolidated code TRAC-M now. This fact has been corroborated in the
development of the Nuclear Plant Analyzer [2] and the new Symbolic Nucl,!ar Analysis
Package [3][4]. There is no doubt that the latter, SNAP, will solve many of the current
problems but, by now, there is just one first and limited release to work with RELAP5 and
there are no plans to extend its capabilities to other codes. Thereby, unlil TRAC-M
development has been concluded and made available to all users, and that could take some
years, TRAC users will be forced to conform with their old visualization tools.

The first software applications presented here, the integrated graphical post-processor
GrafTRAC, is intended to serve as the present-day response to the visualization requirements
of TRAC-BF1 users. After having used many packages to develop custom utiliti.-s capable of
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displaying TRAC-BF1 results, some of them shareware as the X-Window Forms library [5] or
the GnuPlot program [6] and some proprietary as DataViews [7], we have taken advantage of
all this experience for GrafTRAC development. Figure 1 shows the aspect of our most
advanced previous tool that has been used until now on Unix platforms. As detailed later,
GrafTRAC integrates the best features of the rest of visualization and analysis packages able
to deal with TRAC-BF1. It profits from the outstanding capabilities of Xmgr5, the NRC
extension of the general shareware visualization package Xmgr [8][9].

Figure 1. Two images of the main window of a previous graphicalpost-processorfor TRAC-BF1
developed by our group. On the left side showing the model nodalization and on the right with a
generatedplot that compares TRA C data to realplant data.

The other application introduced in this work, VisVas3D, is more ambitious but at the
moment offers less functionality. Its development has been inspired from the irreversible
tendency to incorporate more and more complex three-dimensional models into the T/H codes
or link them to neutronic 3-D codes. At present, VisVas3D is just a prototype application
based on a quite simple 3-D model. It has been designed to show the advantages that
specialized tools can offer when working with this type of models and also the difficulties
found in its development; not to carry out a precise analysis of code output data.
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Today, there are many and very varied tools conceived to visualize and analyze threedimensional information, although almost any of them are specially dedicated to T/H or
neutronic codes. From the graphics libraries that can be used directly in the development of
applications, to the integral visual environments that allow to create and visualize complex 3D graphics by means of flux diagrams. Besides, there are packages designed to represent 3-D
information in VRML format (Virtual Reality Modeling Language), the standard language for
the transmission of 3-D images over the Internet. References [10] and [11:1 make and
exhaustive study of many of these tools with detailed descriptions.

Assuming the increased competition and decreased cost of PC/Windows tech:aology, that
allow the use of standard, off-the-shelf software and hardware for functions that, in the past,
were performed only by proprietary, specialized hardware and software, we have built
VisVas3D as a Windows based application. As will be explained in chapter 3, the large
amount of information involved in 3-D images generation and rendering can be easily
managed by standard applications as VisVas3D running on today desktop computers.
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2 GrafTRAC, an Integrated Graphical Post-processor

GrafTRAC is not "yet another" plotting software for thermal-hydraulic codes. It has been
designed to integrate, in one single application, the most useful capabilities found while
working with different tools devoted to conventional graphics generation, i.e., bi-dimensional
graphics of the temporal evolution of one or more variables. Given our previous experience
and our present necessities in the field of T/H simulation, the tool has been specifically
conceived to serve as graphical post-processor for the TRAC-BF1 code. However, its
functionality could be easily extended to visualize and analyze results from different codes.

The main features of GraITRAC, detailed below, are the simple access to the desired code
output variable through a very intuitive graphical interface, the powerful capacities offered by
Xmgr5 to manage data and plots and the possibility of modifying the primary interface in a
simple manner. In some way, GrafrRAC could be described as an specialized, improved and
customizable Xmgr5 graphical interface for the TRAC-BF1 code. At the moment, it runs on
PC platforms as a Windows native application. The performance of today common desktop
computers with Windows operating systems has demonstrated its capability to deal with the
huge TRAC output files in a satisfactory way. However, X-Window emulation software is
also required because the plots are visualized through Xmgr5.

The development effort was highly reduced by using advanced object oriented programming
techniques. The software reusability concept was broadly exploited. Two specialized software
components, Active-X controls as described later, were developed in order to simplify the
application architecture and help to easily create the program main windows which present
the nodalization of the analyzed case. Our group has gained great experience on this
programming approach that has shown its suitability in much more complex projects [12].

Furthermore, the use of Xmgr5 for displaying plots and handling data has also simplified the
development of GrafTRAC. Being Xmgr5 users, we know well the excellent features of this
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tool, very difficult to improve or even equal with an existing or new application wvith regard to
these kind of tasks. Besides, it has been distributed among TRAC users, so it is not necessary
to include it in the setup program of our application.

Recently, we have released the first version of GrafTRAC. Since then, our group is using it to
analyze the results from the last TRAC simulations of Sta. Maria de Garofia NPP. Although
this release is little more than a beta version, the users' feeling is very encouraging. Many
points of improvement have been identified and will be undertaken for the following versions.
By now, the Spanish version is available to the TRAC-BF1 users community in cur country.

2.1 Design Considerations

The main goal for GrafTRAC development was to serve as the only graphical post-processor
for the TRAC-BF1

code. Thus, it must respond adequately to all user demands with respect to

data analysis and plot generation. Moreover, it had to make these tasks efficient and easy to
undertake.
In order to reach these goals the following design considerations were taking intc account:
" The application must execute on PC platforms since they are the common equipment
accessible to all users. Thereby, the obtained plots could be easily inserted into documents
in electronic format.
" The graphical interface of the program must simplify, as much as possible, the access to
the desired output variable among thousands found in a typical TRAC-BF1 execution. It is
not enough with an ordered list as that offered by Xmgr5.
" It must be assured that any of the output variables can be accessed through that interface.
" A simple method to create and modify the primary interface should be provided so the
user may represent the nodalization of any TRAC input deck.
" The user must be able to open several files at the same time and select variables from
different files that can be plotted in the same graph.
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"

It would be interesting to include modules for loading data from other simulation codes in
a way the tool could be used to establish comparisons between them and TRAC-BF1.
Besides, a module to read general ASCII column data files could also be incorporated and
used to load real plant data.

" The maximum functionality regarding raw data transformation and analysis was required.
It was considered that Xmgr5 capabilities were the best available option. Only some
simple tasks in this area could be carried out directly from the primary GrafTRAC
interface, mainly those related to common units change.
" The same could be said regarding plot generation and configuration. Xmgr5 suffices to
accomplish this job. In addition, Xmgr5 provides the required printing functionality to
obtain hardcopies of the plots or insert graphs in other documents.
Apart from these specific features, the application had to be developed keeping in mind the
rules of good GUIs (graphical user interfaces) programming: friendliness, robustness,
standard ways of interaction and so on.

2.2 Application Architecture

Looking for the best performance when executing GrafTRAC on Windows platforms, we
have used the Microsoft's Visual C++ programming environment

[13] during the

development of the whole application. The object oriented programming techniques are
perfectly suited for the construction of this type of packages and easier to apply to Windows
programs by means of the recognized Microsoft's library of classes MFC (Microsoft's
Foundation Classes) and the more recent component software technology. In addition, Visual
C++ guarantees a greater speed of execution over other more popular programming tools like
Visual Basic.

The primary interface of GrafTRAC is based on two custom-made and highly specialized
ActiveX components. The next section explains briefly this technology and how it has been
applied to the development of the controls.
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Apart from this feature, GrafTRAC is a classic Windows application with document/view
architecture. It includes all the features expected in a Windows interface including menu bar,
accelerator keys, status bar, standard open file dialogs and so on. The main window is
designed to show the nodalization of the TRAC model being analyzed. The interface is
completed with an additional nodalization window, which could serve to display some
particular section of the model, fuel channels for instance, and a series of dialog, boxes with
lists of the open files and the available and selected variables.

Respect to the modules that provide GrafTRAC functionality, the main are those responsible
for loading data and creating the input file for Xmgr5 which contains the complete description
of the plot that is going to be visualized. There is a specific module for searching the available
variables in each data file according to user's selections. Once a variable is found, the position
of the corresponding values in the data file is saved for subsequent fast access but data is not
loaded yet. This operation only takes place after the user decides to visualize a plot and that
variable is among the selected ones. The necessary data files are read again and the required
values actually loaded. Then, a general module writes commands and data in the adequate
format into a temporary ASCII file so that Xmgr5 understands it to create the desired graph.
When this file is closed, Xmgr5 is launched and, if an X emulation package is running, the
plot appears on the PC screen.

In addition to these principal modules, GrafTRAC contains a large set of simpler functions
devoted to handle files and variables, show or hide dialog boxes which exchange data,
provide some extra utilities that will be mentioned in section 2.4 and, in general, respond to
user interaction in an satisfactory way.

In order to simplify GrafTRAC distribution, an standard setup program for Windows
platforms (Windows 95, 98 and NT) has been developed. It installs the GrafrRAC
application (a default version with a model of Sta. Maria de Garona NPP), the GrafTRAC
controls NodoPlus and TextoPlus, a Visual C++ pre-built project to allow users to create their
own interfaces as explained later and a TRCGRF file to be used as an example of the
application features.
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2.3 GrafTRAC Software Components: NodoPlus and TextoPlus
Two visual ActiveX components provide the basic functionality of the primary interface of
GrafrRAC. This Microsoft's component technology uses the standard Component Object
Model (COM) to enable software components, or controls, to interact with one another in one
networked environment, regardless the language in which they were created. Usually they are
developed with Visual C++ to be inserted in Visual Basic forms. As explained above, we
preferred to use Visual C++ for the whole process. Regarding future improvements, there are
two interesting features of ActiveX technology. One, it can be used to create applications that
run on the Internet besides the desktop. Two, there are several available tools to convert them
to Java controls, the famous 'java beans', which can be integrated directly in Java
applications.

The ActiveX controls (formerly known as OLE controls) are just small in-process servers that
can be used in any OLE container application. Thus, each control is a reusable software object
that supports a wide variety of OLE functionality and can be easily customized to fit our
needs. Its appearance and behavior is defined by means of stock and custom properties and
methods, similar in use and purpose, respectively, to member variables and member functions
of a C++ class. The control container, i.e. GrafTRAC in our case, communicates with the
object accessing to these properties and methods. The ActiveX control also sends messages,
'fire events' in the ActiveX jargon, to notify the container that something important has
happened in the control, usually a change of state or an user action.

With regard to GrafTRAC functionality the essential control is NodoPlus. It has been
designed to represent one node of any TRAC-BF1 component in the application interface. Its
properties, specified when a customized interface is being developed as described in section
2.5, include type of TRAC component and node identification (component index,
corresponding level or rod group, if needed, and cell number). In addition, the user can
introduce a brief text description and select the text fonts used to display the component
index. The main property page of NodoPlus is shown in figure 2.
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Figure2. Main property page of the GrafTRACActiveX component NodoPius.

The control paints itself with a predefined background color assigned according to the type of
component. In response to user action it shows an informative dialog box with its
identification and description when clicked. If double clicked, it sends a message to the
container application that includes the node identification and remains highlighted for some
seconds. When GrafrRAC receives this message, it can show the list of associated output
variables found in the active data file.
The other GrafTRAC ActiveX control, TextoPlus, is a merely descriptive component. It
permits to add text in any place of the GrafrRAC interface in order to include useful
permanent information or just to decorate the nodalization image. The user can select the
desired fonts, text color and background color.
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2.4 Program Functionality

When the application is launched, GrafrRAC shows the main nodalization window along
with a dialog box, the 'selection dialog', containing two list boxes where the open data files
and the selected variables will be added. This dialog includes buttons to close data files, erase
variables from the list and visualize the plot with the evolution of the selected variables.
These can correspond to different data files (five can be open simultaneously) with a
maximum of ten variables to be included in the same plot. Figure 3 displays the main
windows of GrafrRAC with a model of Sta. Maria de Garofia NPP.

Figure3. GrafTRAC main windows. The TRAC model correspondsto GarofiaNPP.
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Regarding the accepted data files, this first version of GrafTRAC is capable of reading
(TRAC file option) standard binary TRCGRF files and also the ASCII 'ftnO8' files that are
obtained as graphic output in some TRAC installations. The ASCII data file optio:n allows the
user to load an ASCII file with data in columns (first line with variable names and first
column with time data). This option has been extended to read output files from MAAP (file
extension '.PL*'), the popular severe accident code frequently used by our simulation group.
When a file has been open, it is added to the 'selection dialog' list. Clicking on ii makes that
file the active one.

When the active file is a TRAC output file the access to variables can be done by double
clicking the NodoPlus components included in the nodalization windows. Figure 4 shows an
example of the extra nodalization window representing a core model. As explained above, a
dialog box will display a list with the associated variables found in the file and, when
selected, the variable will be added to the corresponding 'selection dialog' list. Those
variables that are not directly linked to any node can be reached through the global variables
option (time and calculation related variables, core power, water level in vessel...) or through
the control variables option (output from the control blocks). The 'choose varia.ble' option
permits a fast search of the desired variable introducing its TRAC name. When th-. active file
is not a TRAC file, its variables can only be accessed through the global variables option (a
list with all the variables found in the file is displayed) or directly through ihe 'choose
variable' option.
The rest of menu choices serve to launch the extra nodalization window, to show the
'selection dialog' in case it had been closed, to establish some units conventio:ns that will
apply to all the visualized plots and, finally, to load an Xmgr5 parameter file that will be used
in the generation of plots. This feature is very useful since it allows, for instance, to create an
specific mask for all the plots of the same sequence where the scenario is described with
Xmgr5 titles or texts.
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When the 'Visualize' button has been pressed and Xmgr5 launched showing the desired
graph, the user may employ the whole Xmgr5 functionality to analyze data, transform it,
customize the plot or obtain hardcopies. This job, usually the last in the post-processing
course, can be accomplished with excellent results in any common PC making use of the
Xmgr5 PostScript features and of any of the shareware packages available to deal with this
kind of files (we use Aladdin's Ghostscript with Ghostgum's GSView). In figure 5 we show a
Xmgr5 plot as appears after having been launched by GrafrRAC with a parameter file loaded.

2.5

Creating Custom Made Interfaces

One of GrafrRAC main features is that the user is able to build or modify a customized
interface easily. The package is distributed with a pre-built Visual C++ project that he can use
to modify the nodalization windows by means of the GrafrRAC controls. Thereby a new
GrafTRAC application that represents his own TRAC model will be obtained. The Resource
Editor utility included in the Visual C++ environment makes this task quite simple. No
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programming skills of any kind are needed. The only requirement is to have access to a
Microsoft Visual C++ 6.0, or later, license. We assume that this is not a true resuiction since
the package is shipped with ;Microsoft Visual Studio, currently the most common
programming suite for Windows platforms.
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Once a copy of the pre-built GrafTRAC project is open (it is convenient to conserve the
original copy of the project), the user is only allowed to edit two of the dialogs included in the
resource file. They correspond to the main and additional GrafTRAC nodalization windows.
Using the drag and drop method he can insert NodoPlus and TextoPlus controls from the
Resource Editor's controls bar onto these dialogs. Then, he can modify the properties of these
controls by means of the provided property pages. Moreover, the controls are completely
sizable and can be aligned, copied or cut as desired to obtain a satisfying interfaze. Figure 6
shows a typical image of the process.
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When both windows have been completed, the user has to specify a distinctive name for the
executable file and rebuild the project. The new GrafTRAC version produced will maintain
all the application functionality without any additional programming effort. Following this
procedure, as many as needed different GrafTRAC versions can be created. The same method
applies to the modification of existing versions.
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2.6 Future Work

The main objectives of GrafTRAC development have been achieved and the application has
demonstrated its capacity to be used as the only graphical post-processor for 7,RAC-BF1.
Nevertheless, many improvements could be implemented in future versions. Some of them
are mentioned next:
" Inclusion of data compression modules to reduce the disk space required to store the huge
TRAC output files. There are some commercial libraries that would facilitate this process.
" Addition of more loading data modules able to retrieve different data formats used in the
T/H simulation area. Data from other codes, as happens now with MAAP, could be easily
compared to TRAC results.
*

Development of an special module to create and modify the Grafl'RAC interface without
the necessity of using the Visual C++ environment. In a longer timeframe -.t would be
desirable to accomplish the automatic generation of the interface from a TRAC input file
without user intervention.

" The program could be translated to a multi-platform language like Java in order to
generalize its use and execute it over the Internet. It must be pointed out that ActiveX
technology has been specially designed for this kind of applications.

However, some of these features would be offered in a near future by the NRC's SNAP
package for the consolidated TRAC-M code. We consider that, in the mean time, the present
capabilities of GrafTRAC suffice to most of TRAC-BF1 users.
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3 VisVas3D, a Dynamic and Interactive 3-D Visualization Prototype

VisVas3D has been intended as a prototype application to study the possibilities offered by
three-dimensional visualization tools when working with complex simulation codes. We
describe below the main features of the application in detail. In summary it can be defined as
a dynamic and interactive visualization tool. On one hand, it offers an animated representation
of the simulation results for the duration of the sequence being analyzed. On the other hand,
the user is allowed to interact with the tool and modify many parameters of the visualization
during execution: data refreshing rate, color palette, region of the model being represented,
variable to visualize and so on.

TRAC-BF1/MOD1 was chosen as the target code taking into account the existence of a
simple 3-D model, the VESSEL component, perfectly suited for our purpose. As happened
with GrafTRAC, the application has been developed profiting from the object oriented
programming paradigm and lets a third party tool cope with the harder tasks of graphics
generation and rendering. Again, this third party tool is well known, easy to obtain and widely
used. Regarding the platform of execution, VisVas3D is also, by now, a native Windows
application.

As we show below, the application has a limited set of capabilities that could be extensively
improved. However, it has demonstrated the ability of this kind of tool to provide code users
with a new and more straight-forward insight within the great amount of data produced by
simulations involving 3-D models. In the near future, a tool with very similar architecture to
VisVas3D could be used to thoroughly analyze the results of much more complicated threedimensional models.
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3.1 Design Considerations

In order to get a valid point of view of the possibilities that these kind of tools could offer, we
decided to develop an application that included all the capacities that could be required from
them. The following were identified:
" Clear representation of data in a bi-dimensional screen. As we wanted to visudize a value
that changes over time in a three-dimensional model we needed to represent s;napshots of
a function of three independent parameters. The 3-D model could be visualized by means
of perspective on a flat window but the dependent parameter must be represented using a
property of each point inside the virtual 3-D world. Obviously, the selected property was
the color of the point according to a predefined palette.
" Those snapshots are taken each simulation time step and must be shown continuously to
offer a complete visualization of the sequence. The application user must control this
animated representation.
" Given the assumption that raw data would be obtained from a complex simulation code (at
least, it includes a three-dimensional model) that could not be executed in real time on
PC-platforms, the visualization would take place after the sequence has concluded. Thus,
VisVas3D would be a graphical post-processor and should allow to visualize the
simulation in real time, faster or slower depending on the user's choice.
" The user's vision of the 3-D world must be controlled by himself, being able to "move"
freely around it while the sequence is being visualized.
" The structure of the 3-D model might imply that some parts of it remain hidden depending
on the point of view selected by the user. So, the model representation should be, in some
way, transparent and allow a certain vision of those hidden regions.
" The user must be able to modify the main parameters that define the visualization: points
density, color palette, value ranges, refreshing rate, represented variable... and most of
these changes should have an immediate effect on the visualization being executed.
" The application should provide as much detailed information as possible about the
represented data: maximum and minimum values, value at a specified point and so on.
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As in the GrafTRAC case, the general GUIs programming considerations also had to be taken
into account. Finally, the tool should be easily distributed among the biggest possible amount
of users so that we could obtain a valuable feedback from them.

3.2 Application Architecture

The premises stated above and the necessity of obtaining the maximum benefit from the
required programming effort, led us to develop a Windows based application using ActiveX
technology. Again, to get a high efficiency during the development process and the best
performance while running the application, we chose C++ as the programming language and
Microsoft Visual C++ as the programming environment. Once more, we made extensive use
of the MFC library. No need to explain the amount of resources required by an application of
this kind in execution. However, we know well that last generation PC platforms are able to
cope with it in such a way inconceivable a few years ago and, of course, they continue to be
the most common platforms by far.

As explained before, we chose the VESSEL hydraulic component included in TRAC-BF1 as
the three-dimensional target model. This component models a BWR vessel and its associated
internals. The module uses a six-equation, two-fluid model to evaluate the flow through and
around them. A regular cylindrical mesh, with variable mesh spacing in all three directions,
encompasses the downcomer, core bypass and upper and lower plenums of the vessel. The
model is complex enough to deserve a specialized 3-D visualization tool, but quite simple so
it can be used in a prototype application as VisVas3D.

At the core of the program resides a third party ActiveX control: Avis2D, which is one of the
software components of Digital Array Visualizer 1.0 [14]. This tool is distributed along with
the professional version of Digital Visual Fortran 6.0, possibly the most common Fortran
programming environment at the moment. It has been designed to let the user view and
analyze array data graphically. Based on OpenGL, a high speed 3-D rendering library, it
permits interactively move, rotate and zoom data graphs.
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The Avis2D control provides more than 100 properties and methods that we have used to
create, render and manage the images of our 3-D representation of TRAC data. Every time a
simulated sequence is going to be visualized our application launches an instance of Array
Viewer, the Array Visualizer application, which is responsible of handling all the graphics
related tasks.

Previously, our program has loaded the relevant TRAC data from the graphic output file and
defined an image of the vessel according to user's selections. It has to be pointed out that to
avoid a solid figure that hides most of data, the vessel is represented by means of so many
concentric cylindrical surfaces as radial rings are included in the nodalization of the
component. Besides, the surfaces are created from a mesh of points with variable density. The
color of each point in that grid depends on the value of the selected varitble in the
corresponding node, the value range and the active color palette. Straight lines colored by
interpolation join the points. We have also programmed the response of the application to user
interaction, the data refreshing management and the synchronization tasks.
Regarding the distribution requirements, a standard setup program for Window; platforms
(Windows 95, 98 and NT) has been developed. It installs VisVas3D components along with
the Avis2D control, Array Viewer and also a little TRCGRF file to be used as example.

3.3 Program Functionality
In figure 7 we show a typical image of VisVas3D in execution. On the left side there is the
main window: A bar-like dialog with buttons to start a visualization or close the program and
also to enter the information required by the application before the visualization begins. In
this prototype version, beside the name of the TRAC graphic output file (the "TRCGRF'
binary file) and the parameters that define the image of the 3-D component (number of axial
levels and angular separation between the points that conform the cylindrical surfaces), the
user has to specify the nodalization of the vessel used in the TRAC case being analyzed:
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radial rings, axial levels and angular segments with their respective values. The initial time
interval for the animation of the visualized image also can be modified.
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Figure 7. Typical display of VisVas3D showing the results of a TRAC-BFJ sequence.

When the corresponding button is pressed, Array Viewer is launched containing the
representation of the vessel at the beginning of the simulation (central window in figure 7
with a four radial rings vessel defined by a mesh of 7400 points). On the right side appears a
control bar to allow user's interaction while the visualization is running. On top of it a digital
clock indicates the simulation time and a slide control shows the visualized time compared
with the total simulated time. The latter receives input from the user and can be used to select
the instant to be visualized moving forward or backward in the sequence evolution. Below,
there is a set of "play", "pause" and "stop" buttons also available to control time and other
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slide bar that allows to modify the data refreshing rate. The default value implies real time
visualization but the user can slow down or accelerate the process in any tine during
execution.

By now, only fourth vessel variables can be visualized: vapor pressure and temperature, liquid
temperature and void fraction. By means of a set of four buttons the user can seleci which one
of these variables is being viewed. Another set of buttons enables the user to visualize only
one of the vessel radial rings instead of the complete figure in order to obtain a clearer picture
of the region of interest. Finally, there is a button to choose between a fixed color palette
(adjusted at the beginning of the execution to the maximum and minimum values of each
variable during the whole sequence) or an "auto" palette that changes every time step
according to the range of values represented.

Moreover, the whole Array Viewer functionality is completely available. For example, it is
possible to rotate the image in any direction or to zoom in or out by means of the mouse. If
the cursor is placed in any point of the figure its four coordinates, i.e. point location and value
of the selected variable at that point, are displayed. All the menu options offered by Array
Viewer are also accessible.

3.4 Future Work
As a prototype application, VisVas3D offers many areas of enhancement. Two of them are
obvious. First, the possibility of visualizing any of the output variables of the VESSEL
component, not only the four selected by now. Second, to include the capacity of interpreting
completely the data output file so that the application itself finds out the vessel nodalization
used in the simulated sequence without user's help.
In the long term it would be desirable to provide a more detailed information about the
represented data. This goal could be quite easily achieved by means of a conventional
visualization tool, like Xmgr5, that would be launched from VisVas3D to represent the time
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evolution of the selected variable in any point of the 3-D model desired by the user. Other
potential improvements include the ability to read the ASCII "ftn08" output file obtained
when running the code in certain platforms and even the translation of the program to a
platform-independent language like Java so it could be launched over the Internet. Finally, it
would be very interesting to apply these techniques to a more complex 3-D model using, if
needed, a different third party tool for graphics rendering.
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4 Conclusions
Two new utilities for graphical post-processing of TRAC-BF1 results have been developed.
Both take advantage of the latest advances on object oriented programming techniques and
from the availability of powerful third party tools that could be easily access;ed by their
potential users. Moreover, the applications have been designed to run on Wiindows/PC
platforms profiting from the continuos improvement in performance and cost reduction of this
kind of equipment.

This approach has proved its efficiency more than enough. GrafTRAC, an integrated
graphical postprocessor for TRAC-BFl, can be used as the only post-processing tool for that
code since it incorporates all the functionality and the best features found in other packages
designed with the same goal. VisVas3D, a prototype application for the visualization of the
TRAC-BF1 Vessel component, has demonstrated the new insight on 3-D output data from
T/H codes that specialized tools can offer.
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